2017 State Clinical Achievement Awards

Alaska
Mary Dooher
Matanuska-Susitna Borough School District

Florida
Sheryl Rosin
Palm Beach Speech-Language Specialists

Georgia
Jill Barton
Georgia Speech-Language-Hearing Association

Kentucky
Kelly Kleinhans
Murray State University

Louisiana
Lillian N. Stiegler
Southeastern Louisiana University

Montana
Catherine Griffin
State of the Heart Therapy

New York
Barbara E. Weinstein
City University of New York

North Carolina
John E. Sexton

Pennsylvania
Katharine Joan Hill
University of Pittsburgh

South Carolina
Carol Page
University of South Carolina School of Medicine
2016 State Clinical Achievement Awards

Alaska
Ellen T. Brigham
University of Alaska, Anchorage

Montana
Catherine A. Off
University of Montana

Ohio
Maria Sentelik
Ohio Valley Voices

Pennsylvania
Paula Leslie
University of Pittsburgh

Washington
Amy E. Meredith
Washington State University

2015 State Clinical Achievement Awards

Hawaii
Ana A. Gamble
Hawaii State Department of Education

Mississippi
Kimberly Ward
University of Southern Mississippi

Missouri
Dana Rissler Fritz
University of Missouri

Montana
Jennifer Schoffer Closson
University of Montana

Ohio
Sue Schmidlin
University of Cincinnati

Pennsylvania
James L. Coyle
University of Pittsburgh
Tennessee
René H. Gifford
Vanderbilt University

Wisconsin
Maura Jones Moyle
Marquette University

2014 State Clinical Achievement Awards

District of Columbia
Joan C. Payne
Howard University

Florida
Giselle D. Carnaby
University of Florida

Kansas
Elizabeth Abbey
Sound Beginnings

Mississippi
Linda Piazza
Speech Care Associates

Montana
Diane Simpson
Northcentral Learning Center

Ohio
Diane C. Games
Tri-County Speech Associates, Inc.

Oklahoma
Mona Ryan
University of Oklahoma Health Sciences Center

South Carolina
Gina Crosby-Quinatoa
University of South Carolina
2013 State Clinical Achievement Awards

Alabama
Hope Curtis Reed
Alabama A & M University

California
Melissa Jakubowitz
Presence Learning

Colorado
Kathryn Hardin
University of Colorado, Boulder

Illinois
Peggy Modglin
Normal Community West High School

Kentucky
Jane O'Regan Keinert
University of Kentucky

Louisiana
Jack Damico
University of Louisiana, Lafayette

North Carolina
David A. Shapiro
Western Carolina University

Ohio
Pat Schwinn
Goodwill Columbus

Pennsylvania
Patricia Mervine
Bucks County Intermediate Unit

Wisconsin
Santina Puglisi-Creegan
Marquette University

2012 State Clinical Achievement Awards

Arkansas
Donna Fisher Smiley
Arkansas Children's Hospital

Kentucky
Jill Preminger
University of Louisville

New York
Jack E. Pickering
College of Saint Rose

North Carolina
Rita Thurman
Speech and Language Therapy Associates

Ohio
Ann W. Kummer
Cincinnati Children's Hospital Medical Center; University of Cincinnati

Pennsylvania
Evelyn Klein
La Salle University

Washington
Diane L. Kendall
University of Washington

2011 State Clinical Achievement Awards

Alabama
Sharon Marbury
University of Alabama at Birmingham

Florida
Timothy P. Kowalski
Professional Communication Services, Inc.

Mississippi
Charles G. Marx
University of Southern Mississippi

New York
John E. Pickering
College of Saint Rose

Pennsylvania
Craig Coleman
The Stuttering Center of Western Pennsylvania

South Carolina
Julius Fridriksson
University of South Carolina
Wisconsin
John Heilmann
University of Wisconsin–Milwaukee

2010 State Clinical Achievement Awards

Arkansas
Carol Fleming
Pulaski Heights Middle School

California
Lisa Cabiale O’Connor
American River College

New York
Cathy L. Lazarus
Beth Israel Medical Center

Ohio
Sandra Grether
Cincinnati Children's Hospital Medical Center and University of Cincinnati

Pennsylvania
Amy S. Goldman
Institute on Disabilities at Temple University

Utah
Vicki L. Simonsmeier
Utah State University

Virginia
Peggy C. Agee
Longwood University

Wisconsin
David F. Henry
University of Wisconsin–Stevens Point

2008 State Clinical Achievement Awards

Kentucky
N. Carolyn Kisler
Commission for Children with Special Health Care Needs

Louisiana
John A. Tetnowski
University of Louisiana-Lafayette
**Mississippi**  
Judy W. Hearne  
Speech-Language Pathologist

**Nebraska**  
Kenya Taylor  
University of Nebraska-Kearney

**New York**  
William Shapiro  
New York University Medical Center

**Ohio**  
Susan Givler  
University of Cincinnati

**South Carolina**  
Leah Chisolm Gore  
District Five of Lexington and Richland Counties

**Tennessee**  
Lynne F. Harmon  
Parent-Child Services Group, Inc.

**Wisconsin**  
Casey O'Keefe  
Cardinal Stritch University

**2007 State Clinical Achievement Awards**

**District of Columbia**  
Amy Georgeadis  
Senior Speech-Language Pathologist  
National Rehabilitation Hospital (NRH)

**Kansas**  
Elaine Fasulo  
Special Services Instructional Resource Teacher  
Olathe School District

**Nebraska**  
Jeff Hoffman  
Health Program Manager, Nebraska Newborn Hearing Screening Program  
State of Nebraska, Department of Health and Human Services

**New York**  
Jaclyn B. Spitzer, PhD  
Professor of Clinical Audiology  
Columbia University College of Physicians & Surgeons Department of Otolaryngology
Wisconsin
Charles A. Osborne
Clinical Assistant Professor
University of Wisconsin-Stevens Point

2006 State Clinical Achievement Awards

Alabama
Harvey S. Harmon
Alabama Reading Initiative Reading Coach
Baldwin County Board of Education

Arkansas
Tracy B. Pate
Speech Language Pathologist
Arkansas Children's Hospital

District of Columbia
Darlene S. Williamson
Executive Director
The Stroke Comeback Center

Kansas
Sara H. Sack
Director, Assistive Technology for Kansans Project
University of Kansas

Kentucky
Kathy Panther
In-Patient Rehab Director
Frazier Rehab Institute-Jewish Hospital and St. Mary's Healthcare

Michigan
Richard Merson
Coordinator, Clinical Research and Special Projects
William Beaumont Hospital, Speech Pathology Department

Mississippi
Beverly N. Ray
President and Clinical Director
Speech Pathology Associates, Inc.

Missouri
Deborah Hwa-Froelich
Associate Professor
Saint Louis University
Nebraska
Laura Ball
Assistant Professor
Munroe-Meyer Institute of Genetics and Rehabilitation

New York
Sima Gerber
Associate Professor
Queens College

South Carolina
Caryn F. Melvin
Speech Language Pathologist
WJB Dorn Veteran's Hospital

Utah
Beth F. Foley
Associate Professor and Department Head
Utah State University, Department of Communicative Disorders and Deaf Ed

Vermont
Robyn Ogg
Speech Language Pathologist/Special Educator
Rutland City Public Schools

Washington
Gay Lloyd Pinder
Speech Language Pathologist
Program Director, Children's Therapy Center, Kent, Washington

Wisconsin
Peggy Rosin
Clinical Full Professor
University of Wisconsin-Madison, Department of Communicative Disorders

2005 State Clinical Achievement Awards

Hawaii
Lisa Ing
Kapiolani Hospital, Mililani

Kansas
Julie Gatts
Schiefebusch Speech-Language-Hearing Clinic
University of Kansas, Lawrence

Kentucky
Lyn Tindall
Veterans Affairs Medical Center, Lexington
Louisiana
Janet A. Norris
Louisiana State University, Baton Rouge

Michigan
Mary K. Berger
University of Michigan Health Care Systems, Ann Arbor

Mississippi
Rebecca D. Laskin
Laskin Therapy Group, Jackson

Missouri
Julie Masterson
Southwest Missouri State University, Springfield

Nebraska
Polly Uben
Saint Elizabeth Speech and Swallowing Clinic, Lincoln

New York
Lynn G. Spivak
Long Island Jewish Medical Center, Huntington

Rhode Island
Anette Piscopo Rogers
Rhode Island Hospital, Providence

South Dakota
Brittany Schmidt
Center for Disabilities, Sioux Falls

Utah
Angela Menlove
Intermountain Health Care, Salt Lake City

Wisconsin
Sandra Weber
Milwaukee Public Schools, Brookfield

2004 State Clinical Achievement Awards

Connecticut
Teresa Ann Cherry-Cruz
T.O.T.A.L Program, Bridgeport
Florida
Lillian Rosenberg
Miami Speech and Language Center

Illinois
Heidi Harbers
Illinois State University, Normal

Kentucky
Robin Strode
Early Childhood Development Center, Frankfort

New York
Laurie Hanin
League for the Hard of Hearing

South Dakota
Linda Tyler
Sioux Valley Hospital and USD Medical Center

Utah
Julie Lynn Wambaugh
University of Utah

Wisconsin
Steven Long
Marquette University

2003 State Clinical Achievement Awards

Alaska
Kathy Privratsky
Special Education Service Agency, Anchorage

Florida
Amy Miller Wetherby
Florida State University, Tallahassee

Kentucky
Kathryn Polmanteer
Eastern Kentucky University, Richmond

Mississippi
Annette C. Wimberly
Meridian Speech and Hearing Center, Meridian

New York
Arnold Shapiro
The International Center for the Disabled, New York
Pennsylvania
Cecilia J. Manno
Private Practice, Yardley

Wisconsin
Joan C. Arvedson
Medical College of Wisconsin Department of Pediatrics and Children's Hospital of Wisconsin, Elm Grove

2002 State Clinical Achievement Awards

Arizona
Pamela Mathy
Clinical Professor and Director for Speech Language Pathology, Arizona State University

Florida
Alina de la Paz
Executive Director, Center for Bilingual Speech and Language Disorders, Inc.

Kentucky
Carol Hustedde
Executive Director, Lexington Hearing & Speech Center

New York
Joyce Fitch West
Associate Professor, Department of Speech-language-hearing Sciences Lehman College, City University of New York

South Dakota
Davis W. Downs
Associate Professor, University of South Dakota

Wisconsin
S. Sue Berman
Clinical Instructor, Marquette University

2001 State Clinical Achievement Awards

Arkansas
Suzan Bell

California
Stephen D. Roberts

District of Columbia
Paul R. Rao
Florida
Carol Zangari

Illinois
Rebecca Throneburg

Iowa
Paulette Wood

Kansas
Debora Burns Daniels

Kentucky
Michelle A. King

Louisiana
Charlotte Ducote

New York
Charleen M. Bloom

North Dakota
Mark Krumm

Tennessee
Patricia Flynn Allen

Wisconsin
Linda Carpenter

2000 State Clinical Achievement Awards

Arizona
Patricia Clees

District of Columbia
Brandt Culpepper

Hawaii
Maile Singson

Illinois
Dianne Meyer

Kentucky
Sandra Tattershall

Louisiana
Judit Nodurft
New York
Donna S. Wayner

North Carolina
Margaret M. Treacy

Wisconsin
Tim Becker

1999 State Clinical Achievement Awards

Arkansas
Kathleen Roberts

District of Columbia
Joan C. Payne

Kentucky
Nancy B. Swigert

Louisiana
Emily M. Homer

New York
Rosemary Lubinski

North Carolina
Richard E. Shine

Pennsylvania
Judith G. Farber

Virginia
Elizabeth R. Higgins

1998 State Clinical Achievement Awards

Arkansas
Gretchen M. Spring

District of Columbia
Carmen C. Brewer

Florida
Robert C. Fifer
Illinois
Gail J. Richard

Kentucky
Jane O'Regan Kleinert

Louisiana
Linda B. Rose

New York
Joan C. Arvedson

North Carolina
Sandie Barrie-Blackley

Ohio
Roberta DePompei

Utah
Don W. Worthington

Virginia
Patricia M. Peters

Washington
Robert Miller

Wisconsin
Ann D. Heinrich

1997 State Clinical Achievement Awards

Alaska
Cecelia Chandler

Connecticut
Susan E. Bartlett

District of Columbia
Deborah Anzelone

Florida
Kenneth J. Gerhardt

Hawaii
Dorothy D. Craven
Illinois
Jeanane Ferre

Indiana
Moya Landsberg Andrews

Kentucky
Donna G. Horn

Louisiana
Karen DeClouet

Maryland
Kathleen A. Siren

New York
Judith S. Gravel

Ohio
Gail M. Whitelaw

Utah
Jill A. Armour

Vermont
Wanda Salter

1996 State Clinical Achievement Awards

Alaska
Monica L. Ferguson

Arkansas
Linda Petersen

California
Donna Thal

Connecticut
Barbara Bard

District of Columbia
Tommie L. Robinson, Jr.

Florida
Donna S. Lundy

Kansas
Diane Lynn Bruner
Kentucky
Kathy McDonald Panther

Maine
Catherine Tetenmann

Michigan
Sandra Oslager Glista

Minnesota
Judity Maginnis Kuster

Missouri
Claudia A. Magers

Nevada
Jaqueline W. Green

New York
Barbara E. Weinstein

North Carolina
David C. Pillsbury

Utah
Heather Dove

Vermont
Karen Griffin

1995 State Clinical Achievement Awards

Arkansas
Mary A. Toner

Connecticut
Paula Bacolini

Florida
Michael A. Crary

Illinois
Catherine H. Gottfred

Kentucky
Sheldia B. Sparks
Massachusetts
Barry M. Prizant

Mississippi
Georgene Falcone Johnson

Missouri
Jane C. Webb

Nevada
Josette Lund

New York
Joseph J. Montano

North Carolina
Carolyn J. Brown

Oklahoma
Patricia Burnett

Rhode Island
Patricia Infrate-Bellini

West Virginia
LuAnn Hendershot

Wisconsin
Robert B. Beecher

1994 State Clinical Achievement Awards

Arkansas
Carolane Jones

Connecticut
Susan Bessette Munroe

Georgia
Diane M. Brower

Illinois
Lynne Rowan

Kentucky
Joyce M. Wooldridge

Louisiana
Frances P. Billeaud
Massachusetts
Barry M. Prizant

Mississippi
Eloise T. Harris

Nebraska
Georgena Eggleston

Nevada
Barbara Patterson

New Hampshire
Steven Bornstein

New Jersey
Joan Tandler

New York
Judith F. Duchan

North Carolina
Marian Player

Oklahoma
Gloria A. Bozarth

Oregon
Joan McMahon

Puerto Rico
Edda Acosta

Rhode Island
DeAnne Owre

Utah
Bonnie Lucido

Vermont
Rebecca J. McCauley

Washington
Ken Ullrich

West Virginia
Ruth Bland

Wisconsin
Susan M. Marks
Wyoming
Michael A. Primus

1993 State Clinical Achievement Awards

Arkansas
Priscilla Nellum Davis

California
Margaret H. Briggs

Connecticut
Antonia B. Maxon

Florida
Francis Joseph Kemker

Iowa
Sandra Hobson

Kentucky
Donna Southerland

Louisiana
Frances B. Billeaud

Minnesota
Maxine Slobof

Nevada
Mary Carpi

New Hampshire
Suzanne Lenz

New Jersey
Hilda Pressman

New York
Janina K. Casper

Oklahoma
Bobbie Rains

South Carolina
Gale Norman Coston

Texas
Robbin Parish
Utah
Carol Esterreicher

Virginia
Carol M. Frattali

Washington
Kathryn M. Yorkston

Wisconsin
Robert Nellis

1992 State Clinical Achievement Awards

Alaska
David R. Canterbury

Arizona
Sarah Super

Arkansas
Cindy Conner

Colorado
Cheryl Johnson

District of Columbia
Jayne Lux

Hawaii
Janice Shintani

Kansas
Barbara Hodson

Kentucky
Linda Fairchild Peavie

Louisiana
Janet A. Norris

Maine
John M. Pettit

Maryland
Barbara C. Sonies

Michigan
Lynn A. Sweeney
Minnesota
Vicky Anderson
Lisa Antley

Mississippi
Richard D. Saniga

Missouri
Brenda Flowers

Nebraska
Judy Mclnroy

New Jersey
Marni Hope Reisberg

New York
Robert J. Shprintzen

North Carolina
Thomas L. Layton

North Dakota
Elaine Torgerson

Ohio
Eleanor M. Stromberg

Oklahoma
Ann Weatherly

South Carolina
Susan W. Floyd

Texas
Sandy Friel-Patti

Utah
Tricia Pearson

Vermont
Dinah K. Smith

Virginia
Marta M. Keane

West Virginia
Lynn Rae Cartwright
Wisconsin
Patty Mayo

1991 State Clinical Achievement Awards

Alaska
Monica Devine

Arkansas
Patti Freemeyer Martin

California
Richard C. Katz

Connecticut
Carl A. Coelho

Delaware
Beth Mineo

Florida
William N. Williams

Hawaii
Elinor Yamauchi

Illinois
Carolyn V. Young

Iowa
Mary Mills

Kansas
James E. McLean
Lee K.S. McLean

Kentucky
Judith L. Page

Maine
Louis P. Pelletier

Massachusetts
Jane A. Baran

Michigan
Neil Thomas Shepard

Minnesota
LeAnn Brusegaard
Mississippi
Margaret F. Carlin

Nebraska
Donna Bass Moss

Nevada
Thomas L. Watterson

New Hampshire
Kathy Salciccia

New Jersey
Justine Joan Sheppard

New York
Arlene W. Kraat

North Carolina
John E. Sexton

Ohio
Judith Heyer

Oklahoma
Rachael Keller

Oregon
John Michael Tracy

Pennsylvania
Clara Paul

Tennessee
Lynne Freshour Harmon

Utah
Gurrister

Virginia
Carolyn Thompson

West Virginia
Jennifer Chisler Borsch

Wisconsin
Jon F. Miller

Wyoming
Nena Germany
1990 State Clinical Achievement Awards

Alabama
James L. Fitch

Alaska
Ronda Stoebner

Arizona
Sandra Lynn Turek

California
Wilda M. Flower

Colorado
Elizabeth Minor Reid

Connecticut
Jay W. Lerman

Delaware
Carolyn Muller

Florida
Paula A. Sullivan

Georgia
Joan Laughton

Hawaii
Annabel Porter Anae

Illinois
James R. Andrews

Indiana
James C. Shanks

Iowa
Patricia D. Keese

Kansas
Kenneth Burk

Kentucky
Jean M. Miller

Louisiana
Nina N. Simmons
Maine
Bruce Olsen

Maryland
Patricia Linden Castelli

Massachusetts
Aaron R. Thornton

Minnesota
LaVonne L. Levar
Carol Sazama

Mississippi
Harriet U. Turner

Missouri
Jo Finney

Nebraska
Linda Kelly Wanzenried

New Jersey
Norma Colburn

New York
Jane R. Madell

North Carolina
David Blalock

North Dakota
Pamela L. Gehl

Ohio
Martha J. Stoneham

Oklahoma
Carol Lambert

Oregon
Mary T. Withers

Tennessee
Wanda Gayle Webb

Texas
Sandy Friel-Patti
Utah
Ann McKeahan

Virginia
Marjorie P. Garren

Washington
Suzanne T. W. Geyer

West Virginia
Elizabeth Simmons

Wisconsin
David E. Hartman

Wyoming
Michael Richard

1989 State Clinical Achievement Awards

Alaska
Jill Duthie

Arkansas
Kathleen M. Krueger

California
Margie Medrano Biddick

Connecticut
Maurine E. Kessler

Delaware
Nancy L. Suleski

Hawaii
Janet Chapman

Illinois
Hugo H. Gregory

Iowa
Linda S. Jordan

Kansas
Mabel Rice

Kentucky
Alice I. Williams
Louisiana
Charles I. Berlin

Maryland
Paul R. Rao

Massachusetts
F. Adele Proctor

Mississippi
Doris P. Bradley

Nebraska
Mary Pat Moeller

New Jersey
Daly H. Engstrom

New York
Stanley A. Gelfand

New Mexico
Marjorie Ann Marquis

North Carolina
Kate Snodgrass

North Dakota
Audrey Glick

Ohio
Margaret M. Roberts

Oregon
Merry M. Meek

Utah
Rebecca Garda Almerico

Vermont
Blanche Podhajski

West Virginia
Pamela R. Mitchell

Wisconsin
Rona Alexander
1988 State Clinical Achievement Awards

Alabama
Samuel G. Fletcher

Alaska
Patricia J. Olmstead

Arizona
Elizabeth Prather

Arkansas
Barbara B. Shadden

California
H. Gustav Mueller

Connecticut
Anthony S. Malavenda

Delaware
Judith E. Roberson

Georgia
Carol Ann Raymond

Hawaii
Jean Takano Nakasato

Illinois
Jerilyn A. Logemann

Iowa
Debra A. Preisser

Kansas
Barry R. Molineux

Kentucky
Jo Lynn B. Drury

Louisiana
Joe A. Melcher

Maine
William R. Dopheide

Massachusetts
Anthony S. Bashir
Michigan
Kathleen Sullivan Pistono

Minnesota
Robert Keith

Mississippi
Gloria Dodwell Kellum

Nebraska
Marsha Sullivan

Nevada
Diane C. Ross

New Jersey
Mary Jo Santo Pietro

New York
Arthur Boothroyd

North Dakota
Louis J. DeMaio

Ohio
Wayne A. Secord

Oklahoma
George A. Bryan

Oregon
David J. Lilly

South Carolina
Gilson J. Capilouto

South Dakota
Sheela Stuart

Tennessee
Anne Forrest Josey

Texas
Ross Joseph Roeser

Utah
Barbara Votaw Hartmann

Virginia
Frank M. Butts
West Virginia
Barbara Hinkle Trimboli

Wisconsin
Brent C. Odell

1987 State Clinical Achievement Awards

Alabama
Arthur Jetmund Dahle

Alaska
Susan Bunting

Arkansas
Beth Eaton

California
Barbara Williams Hodson

Colorado
Darrel L. Teter

Connecticut
Carol Landsman
Myra Watnick

Delaware
Janice Westerhouse

Florida
Rick L. Bollinger

Georgia
Robin Barnes Hardin

Illinois
Martha S. Burns

Iowa
James C. Hardy

Kansas
Larry J. Bradford

Kentucky
Barbara A. Chaudoin

Maine
Conrad LaRiviere
Massachusetts
Jennifer A. Henderson

Michigan
C. Kelly Kidder

Mississippi
Etoile DuBard

Nebraska
David R. Beukelman

Nevada
Elizabeth Ruth Phillips Wade

New Hampshire
Karen M. Gollegly

New Jersey
Elizabeth Ostuni

New York
Mary Ann O'Brien

North Dakota
Deborah A. Gietzen

Oregon
C. Donald Nelson

Rhode Island
Sue Carnevale

South Carolina
D. Yvonne Nelson Means

South Dakota
Robert E. Litke

Tennessee
Martha Elizabeth Lynch

Texas
Joseph W. Helmick

Utah
L. Dixon Paul

Vermont
Patricia A. Lashway
Virginia
Henry C. Hecker

Washington
Carl O. McGrath

West Virginia
Mary L. Florence

Wisconsin
Jack E. Kile

Wyoming
Kim L. Listoe

1986 State Clinical Achievement Awards

Arizona
Fredra Bates

Arkansas
Sharon Graham

California
Renee Bonderman

Connecticut
Zane G. Saunders

Delaware
Barbara Knetl Thompson

District of Columbia
Louis J. LaBorwit

Georgia
Kelli Harris Wright

Hawaii
Darlene M. L. Kau

Idaho
John B. Clark

Illinois
George S. Osborne

Iowa
Paulette Wood
Kentucky
Portia Robb Higgins

Maine
Heather Griffiths

Maryland
Sarah W. Blackstone

Massachusetts
Brenda B. Adamovich

Mississippi
Judy West

Nebraska
Gene M. Anthony

Nevada
Stephen C. McFarlane

New Hampshire
Frederick C. Lewis

New Jersey
Miriam Shurkin Marzell

New York
Edward G. Conture

North Carolina
Jennifer Horner

Ohio
Joan E. Finefrock

Oregon
Virginia W. Bingham

South Carolina
Stuart Cohen

Texas
Donna R. Fox

Utah
Michael J. Cevette

Virginia
Roger A. Ruth
West Virginia
Vincent Lustig

Wisconsin
Nancy McKinley

Wyoming
Mike Alley

1985 State Clinical Achievement Awards

Alabama
Gwenyth R. Vaughan

Arkansas
Marcia A. Harding

California
Stanford E. Gerber

Colorado
Jerry L. Northern

Connecticut
Sandra R. Ulrich

District of Columbia
Harriet Kaplan

Florida
Robert J. Harrison

Georgia
Audrey D. Loew

Hawaii
Pauline Matsumoto

Idaho
Sharon Bruhy

Illinois
Arthur H. Schwartz

Indiana
David P. Goldstein

Iowa
Dean E. Williams
Kansas
William M. Diedrich

Kentucky
Ellen S. Somer

Louisiana
Paul S. Miller

Maine
Alton Bruce

Massachusetts
Nancy Helm-Estabrooks

Minnesota
Karlind Moller

Mississippi
James E. Peck

Nebraska
E. Charles Healey

New Hampshire
Paul Lister

New Jersey
Shirley Brown

New York
Nancy Huffman

North Carolina
John R. Riski

North Dakota
Dean C. Engel

Ohio
Geraldine M. Pitts

Oklahoma
Anne Davidson

Oregon
Theresa Lyons

South Carolina
Methelee Youngblood
South Dakota
Sylvester Clifford

Tennessee
Fred H. Bess

Texas
Donnell Francis Johns

Utah
Kurt Randall

Virginia
Lissa Power-deFur

Washington
David R. Beukelman

Wisconsin
Gregg C. Vanderheiden

1984 State Clinical Achievement Awards

Alabama
Ronald Goldman

Alaska
David R. Canterbury

Arizona
Noel D. Matkin

Arkansas
Debra Ann Beckman

Colorado
Karol Merten

Connecticut
Patricia Blaisdell Weller

Delaware
Elizabeth R. Schantz

District of Columbia
Margaret Evans Joyce

Georgia
Virginia G. Baird
Hawaii
Kathy Krammer

Idaho
John M. Hutchison

Indiana
Eric D. Bloom

Iowa
Dean E. Williams

Kansas
Robert L. McCroskey

Kentucky
Sherry Shouse

Michigan
Ralph R. Rupp

Minnesota
Arnold E. Aronson

Montana
Patti Dubray

Nebraska
Jan Norris

New Hampshire
Beth Wolf

New Jersey
Nancy Gross Polow

New Mexico
Carol Westby

New York
Shlomo Silman

North Carolina
Caroline Ramsey Musselwhite

North Dakota
Fay McPhail

Ohio
Sister LaVerne Weinheimer
Oklahoma
Karen Carlberg
Judy Fox Goodrich

Oregon
Robert C. Marshall

Rhode Island
Ruth Hamilton

South Carolina
Gale N. Coston

Tennessee
Sol Adler

Texas
Tina E. Bangs

Utah
Lila Jaclyn Littledik

Vermont
Martha Houghton

Virginia
Margaret D. McElroy

Washington
Linda Crossland

Wisconsin
Vicki Lord Larson

Wyoming
Ben J. Koperski

1983 State Clinical Achievement Awards

Alabama
Gwenyth R. Vaughn

Alaska
Suzanne Y. Guinn

Arizona
Noel D. Matkin

Arkansas
Kathleen Barden Wesson
California
Aileen Agranowitz

Colorado
Marion Downs

Connecticut
Meryl Aronin

Delaware
John C. Fisher

Florida
James C. Kemp

Georgia
Marilyn S. Berman

Hawaii
Geraldine A. O'Leary

Idaho
Mark Vause

Illinois
Jill Nilsen

Indiana
James C. Shanks

Kansas
Marla S. Staab

Kentucky
Karen F. Steckol

Louisiana
Charles I. Berlin

Maine
Richard Duncan

Maryland
Hiroshi Shimizu

Michigan
Frances Eldis

Minnesota
Frederic L. Darley
Mississippi
Mary T. Schaub

Montana
Annalee Allen

Nebraska
Barbara J. McCulloch

New Hampshire
Frank E. Musiek

New Jersey
Patricia P. Kuchon

New Mexico
Carol E. Westby

North Dakota
John Torgerson

Ohio
William M. Pitts

Oregon
Robert W. Blakeley

Pennsylvania
Patricia Querry

Rhode Island
Stephen D. Kasden

South Carolina
Donna Walker Gore

South Dakota
Ethal Bridgeford

Tennessee
Marcia O. McMillan

Texas
Lear L. Ashmore

Utah
Barbara Hartmann

Vermont
Barry E. Guitar
Virginia
Brenda M. Ryals

Washington
Susan Mather

West Virginia
Lynn Williams

Wyoming
Edward J. McDonald